1st QUARTERLY REPORT
From September 216, the sisters, staff and children (boys) were very lucky to shift to a new
Campus – the Old Gandhi Ashram School. It was run by the Jesuit Fathers till they finally
shifted to a new campus. The school and the entire campus was in the process of being
auctioned while BSA was in a dire need to find a new space due to government pressure to
have a separate campus for boys and girls.
Photos of old Gandhi Ashram School:

Photo of New Building:
With much consultation with three different engineers and much
repair and reconstruction work now the BSA Boys’ Campus has
a new look as this.

In the year 2018, the three proposals for fencing and boundary
wall of Boy’s campus, Generator and the emergency staircase
were sent to Claudio Sopena with much sentiment and emotion that in all these proposals Fr.
Sopena – dearly called Fede was there. Lo and behold, Claudio informed that ADA has taken
up the proposals and are in the process and very much hopeful. The great gift of the year end
2018 successfully arrived with first instalment from ADA.
Beginning of the work:

The need for the repair and construction of boundary wall was that some of children in need
of care and protection rescued and recovered from various distressed situation also have the
tendency to run away. Besides, petty theft from the neighbours, unauthorised entry and exit
of people for firewood, cutting grass and water connection in the compound were some of the
matter of concern.
For generator, since the building was abandoned for quite some time all other old machines
like generator were also left so. During the rainy season, the climate becomes unpredictable
and therefore, the first thing that happens is the power cut.
And for emergency staircase, the building is rather tall (four floors) and has only one entry
and exit. Being children’s care institution and the place geographically being earthquake
prone area the emergency exit is mandatory.
Thus, we were very lucky to have been supported by ADA for all these.
The work started from the month of December. On 20th January 2019, Claudio and Monste
witnessed the progress of repair and fencing of boundary wall of the Boys’ Campus. Their
visit brought a lot joy, presence of Fede, ADA and ignited many more smiles to us and to the
lives of children. With the arrival of second instalment the work progress is regular.

Site Visit of Claudio & Monste representing ADA:

Claudio & Monste visited the Boys’ Campus. Though many children had gone for winter
holidays, they were able to interact with some of these boys, sisters and staff.

The present progress and towards the finishing of the work started:

Towards the finishing of the Fencing & Boundary work:

THANK YOU ADA

